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CAN CULLERETES
Just off the Rambla, between Ferran and Boqueria streets, you’ll come across
Quintana street. A building halfway down the street has ever since 1786 been home
to this restaurant that has stood the test of time thanks to a very simple formula:
traditional cuisine popular with all diners, excellent customer service and very good
value for money.
Can Culleretes stands out for being the oldest restaurant in Catalonia and the
second oldest in the whole of Spain, according to the Guinness Book of Records.
The restaurant as such was opened by Joaquim Pujol in the late eighteenth century,
at Quintana street number 5, and for years specialised in serving hot chocolate. The
house specialities at that time were, among others, Catalan cream, chocolate and
cottage cheese.
The Regàs family bought Can Culleretes around 1890 and turned it into a
restaurant. From then on it served typical dishes such as Catalan meat and
vegetable broth, pork sausage with white beans, and game meat. The good food and
“affordable dinners” it served in the early twentieth century made it very popular.
But despite this, the restaurant underwent tough times after the Civil War when the
Regàs family were forced to hand it over to the then Union of Hoteliers and Chefs.
In 1958, Sisco Agut and Sussi Manubens bought Can Culleretes, and thereafter
the most recent family history of the restaurant was set in stone. The secret of the
staying power of Can Culleretes is two-fold: on one hand, the family atmosphere
has been a decisive factor; and on the other, a homemade cuisine and the hard work
and dedication of three generations of the Agut-Manubens dynasty have borne fruit.
But it’s not their long career that provides the tastiest morsels at Can Culleretes,
nurtured from fond memories and good feelings. One of the things that most
inspires the Agut-Manubens family is when someone tells them an anecdote about
something that occurred between the restaurant walls. And if these walls could
speak, they’d be able to relate much of the history of Barcelona.
Welcome to Can Culleretes “Pull the door to open”.
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FICHA TÉCNICA

NAME

Can Culleretes

THE PREMISES

A one-off restaurant in Barcelona
whose sign attests to the history of
the premises. Following the advice
written on the door “Pull the door
to open”, guests enter a spacious
interior that evokes the Modernist
period, with huge paintings in the
lounges depicting bygone life.

OWNERS

Montserrat and Alícia Agut Manubens

TEAMWORK

The success of the restaurant lies
undoubtedly in the exemplary work
of three generations of the AgutManubens family, who have managed
to make Can Culleretes a first-rate
restaurant serving Catalan market
cuisine.
Today the restaurant is run by the two
daughters of Sisco Agut and Sussi
Manubens, Montse and Alicia, as well
as their son-in-law Berna and their five
grandchildren: Susana, Alberto, Javier,
Carlos and Jordi.

The walls are also covered with
hundreds of photographs of famous
people who have dined at the
restaurant. But the restaurant’s
history is not just portrayed through
these photos and memories, because
if the walls could speak, they would
tell thousands of anecdotes that have
taken place over the years.

CAPACITY

PRECIO

Can Culleretes can seat 269 guests
in six spaces within a two-storey
Modernist-inspired building.
At lunchtime, only the three rooms
on the first floor are open. The
restaurant has private rooms for
groups between 18 and 50 people.

Group menus from 24.70€
1786 special menu for 32€
Lunchtime menus (Tuesday to Friday)
for 13.70€ and for 16.50€
À la carte menu 25€ (average price)

ADRESS AND LOCATION

C/Quintana, 5
(between Ferran and Boqueria streets,
Ciutat Vella district),
08002 Barcelona
www.culleretes.com
info@culleretes.com

OPENING HOURS

Tuesday to Saturday 1.30pm to 4pm and
9pm to 11pm
Sunday 1.30pm to 4pm
Closed on Sunday nights and Mondays.
Closed on Christmas Day, Boxing Day
and for one month in the summer.
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A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY
1786 TO 1958, BY JOURNALIST LLUÍS PERMANYER
“MORE TEASPOONS, IF YOU PLEASE, GIRLS!”
“Can Culleretes is by far the oldest restaurant in Barcelona and the second oldest in
Spain. Its history is not fully documented, as often happens in such establishments, but
there are spoken tales, some of which have also been written down, for example, in the
memories of Miquel Regàs, one of the former owners.
Joaquim Pujol is a key player in the first chapters of this story. It was he who suggested
selling Can Culleretes to Tito Regàs, father of Miquel Regàs, although he immediately
regretted it. The year was 1890. And it was he who related the details of how this
adventure started out.
Pujol’s grandmother was the caretaker at a convent located outside the walls. Her lodge
was very close to the main entrance and she had the idea of putting out a few tables on
public holidays and offering drinks and some snacks for afternoon tea. Obviously without
any pretension at all. Basically just horchata or syrup, cottage cheese or Catalan cream,
but always accompanied by a teaspoon (‘cullereta’ in Catalan).
Local architect Bonaventura Bassegoda, who in the late nineteenth century was emerging
as a respected commentator on ancient Barcelona, mentioned that the origin of the name
lies in the fact that previously only wooden teaspoons were used and this was the first
place where metals ones were used instead. I prefer another interpretation. Those tables
were long and could seat more or less ten people around them. The waiter would be
getting busier and busier, and he’d be about to load up his tray and see that the nickel pot
earmarked for clean teaspoons was empty again. Then he’d shout over to the girls doing
the dishes:
“More teaspoons, if you please, girls!” And this would be heard over and over again. The
ditty soon caught on and ended up giving rise to the popular expression: “Let’s go to Can
Culleretes”.
continues >>>
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There’s absolutely no doubt that the secret of the success was the cottage cheese lovingly
prepared by that grandmother with her expert hands.
Miquel Regàs, with his curious form of language, explains the recipe, which, as will be
seen, wasn’t complicated at all: “The almond milk was made with finely chopped almonds
and water; and then sugar, a little lemon peel and a bit of cinnamon was added and it was
brought to the boil, gradually mixing in some starch. The paste was put in moulds and,
once cold, the cottage cheese came out stiff and shiny”. One day the monks got fed up of the
atmosphere at the doorway and put their foot down. Perhaps also because too many people
were gathering there and causing a disturbance. So she then moved to the corner of Plaça
Sant Jaume and Jaume I street; when the premises were no longer big enough, she opened
up on Quintana street.
En 1895, Quimet Pujol finally took the decision to sell up. Regàs writes how Pujol had talked
about one hundred years of cottage cheese at the convent. So the starting date of this story
would be 1795. Others, however, date it back to 1740. In any case, the building on Quintana
street has always displayed the founding date of 1786.
From the time when Quimet Pujol was the owner, there are a couple of curious stories worth
mentioning. A man turned up one morning and ordered a sausage sandwich and a tinned
sardine sandwich for breakfast. Pujol’s wife told him that it was Good Friday; then he said
that was the very reason why he wanted to eat those foods. She refused to serve him. It was
Francesc Ferrer i Guàrdia.
A group of intellectuals and writers went there to celebrate the brilliant lecture that had just
been given by the French prehistorian Cartailhac, and they offered to buy him dinner.
For dessert they were served the house speciality: a big bowl of Catalan cream decorated
with real carnations. The scholar Antoni Rubió i Lluch, host and chairman of the Institute
of Catalan Studies, who was proverbially starving but also somewhat short-sighted, served
himself a helping of “everything”. He wolfed down a huge spoonful, filling his mouth with
cream and also carnation petals! Unperturbed, he swallowed down that heterodox mix as a
furtive tear trickled down his cheek.
During the Regàs era, besides an ornamental renovation carried out by Jaume Llongueres,
three large murals by Francesc Tey were hung and some stunning irony-laden ceramic
ceiling roses by Xavier Nogués were installed. These were years in which the restaurant
enjoyed an extraordinary popularity, which continued until the outbreak of the Civil War.
Regàs then had to flee.
During the Franco regime, the restaurant fell into considerable disrepute, because the food
wasn’t particularly tasty. In 1950, the business was taken over by the chef Antoni Jaumà
and his brother. Luckily, it was later bought from them by Francesc Agut, nephew of the
restaurateur Agusti Agut, who was his teacher, and his wife Sussi Manubens. They knew
how to turn it on its head, which was definitely needed. They created the menu, refined
the dishes, cut down on costs and soon managed to turn the restaurant into a must-visit
for artists, writers and cultural luminaries of the time. For example, the violinist Costa,
the musician Toldrà, the composer Mompou, the bullfighter Mario Cabré, the journalist
Sempronio, the painters Puigdengolas, Muntaner, Abelló, Balanyà, Créixams or Planas
Gallés, the puppeteer Castanys, the editor Miracle and the ceramist Llorens Artigas. Some
even came from Madrid, such as the sculptor Ángel Ferrant. This atmosphere favoured the
organisation of groups. And, of course, many foreigners went there as well. It had basically
become a renowned restaurant, enriched with personality, a warm and friendly atmosphere,
where you could go and eat regularly as the prices were more than reasonable.”
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1958-2016: FAMILY MEALS
When Sisco Agut and Sussi Manubens started running Can Culleretes back in 1958,
the restaurant was somewhat run-down and served very cheap dishes, and as Sussi
herself said, “very cheap and very good is not possible”. There were people who told
them that it would be tough to ressurect the business, but Sisco didn’t pay any heed
to them. Over time, they regained the reputation that had always characterised and
still does characterise the restaurant: “eat well at an affordable price”.
Above the restaurant there was a bed and breakfast. The rooms were mainly
occupied by people coming from outside the city and who had to spend a few days in
Barcelona. Almost every year there have been renovations and the dining areas have
also been extended. Right now, 269 people can be served at the same time.
For the Agut family, the most important photograph of all is the one of Mario Cabré.
Catalan actor, poet and bullfighter, well known because he had an affair with Ava
Gardner and presented the “Queen for a Day” contest on national television. He
would visit Can Culleretes almost every day, and for Sisco he was like a brother. Other
famous people who have savoured the Can Culleretes cuisine are Placido Domingo,
Joel Joan, Jordi Sánchez, Núria Feliu, Emilio and Arantxa Sánchez Vicario, José Luis
Barcelona, Fernando Guillén, Ana Belen... But the restaurant’s history is not just
portrayed through these photos and memories, because if the walls could speak, they
would say, for example, how during the Franco dictatorship, groups of young people
against the regime of the era would meet up at the restaurant to discuss current
affairs, but with maximum discretion so as not to draw the attention of the security
forces. That group of young political figures has today produced current politicians,
with either left-wing or right-wing ideologies, who have contributed to the presentday democracy. These and other stories nourish the history of Can Culleretes.
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In the 1950s, the restaurant was frequented by a group of musicians; among them
there were Francesc Costa, Eduard Toldrà and Frederic Mompou. In the depths
of the dictatorship, the pro-Catalan group Santa Maria also held get-togethers at
Can Culleretes. In that era, you had to request permission from the police for a
gathering of more than twenty people, and if they had told the truth, they would
never have been allowed, so they invented birthday parties or other excuses to
justify the presence of Doctor Trueta and the painters from Sala Parés.
The secret of the staying power of Can Culleretes is two-fold: on one hand, the
family atmosphere has been a decisive factor; and on the other, the hard work
and dedication of three generations of the Agut-Manubens dynasty have borne
fruit. When Sisco took over, he wasn’t a novice in the trade, as he had worked for
years at his uncle’s restaurant Ca l’Agut on Gignàs street. His wife Sussi, and his
daughters Montserrat and Alicia, helped out from the very beginning. The two
sisters are now co-owners of the restaurant, where Sisco’s five grandchildren and
Alicia’s husband also work.
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THE CUISINE
The restaurant doesn’t serve modern or contemporary cuisine, but traditional
Catalan market cuisine and hearty fare: a fish and seafood appetizer, some good
meat cannelloni or cod brandade and spinach cannelloni, wild boar, goose or
Catalan-style roasted suckling pig, meat and vegetable broth served with boiled
meat and vegetables from the broth, baked gilthead bream, homemade stews…
Nothing more appropriate due to its history and tradition.
The restaurant opens for lunch at 12.30pm, but the staff work hard from nine in
the morning to make sure everything is perfect. While the chefs are preparing
stews, Montse and Alicia are making homemade desserts that will be served on the
day, including the signature dessert “El Sisquet”, a homage to Sisco.
The restaurant offers several fixed-price menus, à la carte dishes and
recommended dishes of the day. Signature menus include the 1786 Menu, which
features the most celebrated dishes that have brought fame to the restaurant,
such as rice casserole, “traditional” cannelloni, wild boar stew or the classic pork
sausage with white beans.
Unassuming, with market-sourced produce, from La Boqueria, and suppliers that
have been working with the Agut-Manubens family since 1958, Can Culleretes
offers traditional fare with identifiable products which define the dishes created at
our much-loved restaurant serving Catalan market cuisine.
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THE PREMISES

The Can Culleretes sign attests to the history of the premises. Guests enter a spacious
interior that evokes the Modernist period. There are six dining rooms, with huge
paintings depicting bygone life, such as a wedding at Santa María del Mar church and
the reception afterwards at Can Culleretes.
The walls are also covered with posters and hundreds of photographs of famous
people who have dined at the restaurant over the years.
Guests may be taken aback when the waiters refer to the non-existent table number
13, because a staircase now takes up the place where this table once stood.
Everything at Can Culleretes takes its place in eternity, assuming its very own
personality. Another example can be found in the first dining room, where there’s
a well-lit, almost like a treasure, chicken roasting machine, which was ever so
fashionable in the 1960s, when Sisco went to buy it at the Hotel Prado in Puigcerdà.
The man in charge of roasting chickens was Mariano, a cousin of the family, who
would be dressed in an apron and chef’s hat and always holding oil to cook the
chickens well. Many people would like to sit next to the machine in the wintertime,
because back then there was a distinct lack of central heating.
Today it’s yet another a symbol of a historical restaurant with its very own history.
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CONTACT

RESTAURANTE Can Culleretes
C/ Quintana, 5
08002 Barcelona

T. (+34) 93 317 30 22
info@culleretes.com
www.culleretes.com
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